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History. Death of the Family is a Batman Family crossover storyline written by Scott Snyder with illustrations
by Greg Capullo. It was published in the Batman series with crossovers through Batgirl, Batman and Robin,
Catwoman, Detective Comics, Nightwing, Red Hood and the Outlaws, Suicide Squad, and Teen Titans.
After having his face sliced off, The Joker makes his horrifying return to Gotham City in this epic from issues
#13-17 that shook Batman to his core!
Scott Snyder's New 52 run on Batman is at its best (IMO) whenever the Joker shows up. This volume is yet
another classic Joker story about his obsessive, pseudo-romantic relationship with Batman, and his twisted
desire to show Batman just how much they need one another.
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Scott Snyder's New 52 run on Batman is at its best (IMO) whenever the Joker shows up. This volume is yet
another classic Joker story about his obsessive, pseudo-romantic relationship with Batman, and his twisted
desire to show Batman just how much they need one another.
Death of the Family is a Bat-family crossover arc which deals with the reappaearance of The Joker in Gotham
City and his quest to get revenge on all of the members individually and then finally as a whole or rather the
‘family’. It is a play on words to the 1988 storyline ‘Death of the Family’ where Jason Todd was famously
killed by the Joker although the story is nothing alike. The main plot belongs to Batman with the other
characters having tie-ins.
Buy Batman Volume 3: Death of the Family HC (The New 52) (Batman (DC Comics)) 01 by Scott Snyder,
Gregg Capullo (ISBN: 9781401242343) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on
eligible orders.
How can Batman protect his city and those he’s closest to?This new hardcover features an acetate dust jacket
showcasing the face of The Joker as it appeared on the die-cut covers of the “Death of the Family” comics —
and under that dust jacket lies the horror that is The Joker’s skinless skull!
Like most of the New 52 trades, Death of the Family has a few goodies in the back. There’s the standard variant
cover gallery, some sketches, and a few pages worth of interiors from Batman #15 .
"Batman: Death of the Family" is a 23-issue comic book story arc first published by DC Comics in 2012
featuring the fictional superhero Batman and his family of supporting characters. The arc spans several titles
featuring characters of the Batman family including: Batman , Batgirl , Batman and Robin , Catwoman ,
Detective Comics , Nightwing , Red Hood and the Outlaws , Suicide Squad , and Teen Titans .
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